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Why skills matter for regional development
The most important asset of a region is its employees and their skills. Industries that require
employees with similar skills will be drawn to the same regions. Knowledge of which industries
have similar skill-requirements is therefore crucial. This poster shows how we can assess which
industries are skill-related, and how this information increases our understanding of a region’s
position in today’s constantly changing economic environment.

Using labor flows
to measure
skill-relatedness

Industry-specific skills are acquired by
employees in the course of their
working lives. When individuals
change jobs, they risk turning some of
the human capital that these skills
represent obsolete. To prevent this
from happening, people who move to
other jobs often choose jobs with
similar skill-requirements as their old
job (SEE NEDELKOSKA & NEFFKE, 2010).
The more related two industries are,
the larger the labor flow between
them will be. Therefore, we define the
skill-relatedness
between
two
industries as the degree to which
labor flows among the industries are
excessive, given the industries’ sizes,
growth and wage levels (SEE NEFFKE &
HENNING 2009). The figure on the right
shows how industries are connected
in terms of skills. Industries in the
same broad sector tend to cluster
together, but the dichotomy between
services and manufacturing is
artificial, as industries from both
sectors are strongly connected. Also
note the position of publishing, which
is peculiar for a manufacturing
activity. The network of skill-related
industries is called industry space.

Industry Space
Two Dutch cities in
industry space

Amsterdam

Rotterdam

In the two figures on the left, we
show the positions the economies
of Amsterdam and Rotterdam
occupy in industry space. The size
of the nodes represents the relative
over-specialization of the city in an
industry compared to the national
average. The border colour
indicates whether much related
employment can be found in the
city (green) or if the industry is
relatively isolated in the city (red).
Amsterdam’s role as the country’s
financial centre and heart of its
creative industries stands out. In
the economy of Rotterdam, home
to Europe’s largest port, logistics
and transportation are dominant.
However,
the relatively small
financial service sector seems wellembedded in the local labor
market, indicating a potential to
further develop this part of the
economy as well.

Research findings based on relatedness

• Firms diversify over 100 times more often into industries that are strongly skillrelated to their core industry (NEFFKE & HENNING, 2009).
• Local economies consist of sets of strongly related industries; industries related
to the region’s core activities are likely to enter regions, unrelated industries to
exit regions (NEFFKE & HENNING, 2010; NEFFKE, HENNING & BOSCHMA, 2010).
• Structural change is induced mostly by existing firms not by entrepreneurs. Local
firms and entrepreneurs enter industries that are less related to the region’s core
activities than those coming from outside the region do (NEFFKE & HENNING, 2010).

Organon: the closure of a knowledge intensive firm

On 8 July 2010, the pharmaceuticals giant Merck announced the closure of its
Dutch subsidiary, Organon. This closure may lead to an outflow of highly skilled
employees from the region of Oss, a city of some 75,000 inhabitants in the
south of the Netherlands.
However, if skill-related
industries exist locally,
they could absorb such
employees and retain
their expertise in the
region. The figure to the
right depicts industries
that can offer alternative
employment to the over
2,000 employees affected
by the closure.
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